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 Because of its ease of use and speed compared to other communication 

applications, email is the most commonly used communication application 
worldwide. However, a major drawback is its inability to detect whether 

mail content is either spam or ham. There is currently an increasing number 

of cases of stealing personal information or phishing activities via email. 

This project will discuss how machine learning can help in spam detection. 
Machine learning is an artificial intelligence application that provides the 

ability to automatically learn and improve data without being explicitly 

programmed. A binary classifier will be used to classify the text into two 

different categories: spam and ham. This research shows the machine 
learning algorithm in the Azure-based platform predicts the score more 

accurately compared to the machine learning algorithm in visual studio, 

hybrid analysis and JoeSandbox cloud. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Today, spam has become a big problem on the internet [1]-[2]. In 2017, it was shown that spam 

accounted for 55% of all e-mail messages, the same as during the previous year. Spam, which is also known 

as unsolicited bulk email, has led to the increasing use of email for this activity as email provides the perfect 

way to send unwanted advertisements or junk newsgroup postings at no cost to the sender [3]-[4]. This 

opportunity has been extensively exploited by irresponsible organisations and resulted in the cluttering of 

mailboxes of millions of people all around the world. Evolving from a minor to a major concern, given the 

highly offensive content of the messages, spam is a huge waste of time. It also consumes a lot of storage 

space and communication bandwidth. End users are also at risk of deleting legitimate mail by mistake [5]. 

Machine learning is one field of study where computers can learn to do something without the need 

to be explicitly programmed for the task. The algorithm operates by building a model from input data and 

producing a program to perform a task such as classification [6]-[8] and prediction [9]-[12]. Compared to 

knowledge engineering, machine learning techniques require messages that have been successfully pre-

classified. The pre-classified messages create the training dataset which will be used to fit the learning 

algorithm to the model in a machine learning studio. Text classification is used to determine the path of 

incoming mail/messages either into the inbox or straight to the spam folder. It is the process of assigning 

categories to text according to content. It is used to organize, structure and categorise text. It can be done 

either manually or automatically. Machine learning automatically classifies the text in a much faster way than 
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manual techniques. Machine learning uses pre-labelled text to learn the different associations between pieces 

of text and their output. It uses feature extraction to transform each text into a numerical representation in the 

form of vectors which represent the frequency of words in a predefined dictionary. 

Text classification [13]-[14] is important to structure the unstructured and messy nature of such texts 

as documents and spam messages in a cost-effective way. Machine learning [15]-[20] can allow more 

accurate classification in real-time and help to improve and speed up the manual process of analysing vast 

amounts of data. It is especially important for a company to be able to analyse text data, help inform business 

decisions and even automate business processes. For example, text classification is used in classifying short 

texts such as tweets or headlines. It can also be used in larger documents such as media articles, social media 

monitoring, brand monitoring and so on. 

Competition between filtering methods and spammers is being waged daily, as spammers begin to 

use increasingly tricky methods to overcome spam filters, such as using random sender addresses or 

appending random characters at the beginning or end of email subject lines. There is a lack of machine 

learning used in the development of models to predict this activity. Spam is a waste of time to the user since 

they have to sort the unwanted junk mail, and it consumes storage space and communication bandwidth. 

Rules in other existing sorting methods must be constantly updated and maintained, making it a burden to 

users, and it is hard to manually compare the accuracy of classified data. 

Much research has been conducted in detecting and filtering spam email using a variety of 

techniques shown in Table 1. Guzella and Caminhas [21] conducted “A review of machine learning 

approaches to spam filtering.” In their paper, they found that Bayesian Filters that are used to filter spam 

require a long training period before they can function efficiently. Ananthi and Sathyabana [22] conducted 

research on “Spam filtering using KNN.” In this paper, she used k-nearest neighbors (KNN), as it is one of 

the simplest algorithms. An object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbours where the class is 

typically small. Sharma et al. [23] conducted a survey on spam detection techniques. In this paper, they 

found that an artificial neural network (ANN) must be trained first to categorize emails into spam or non-

spam categories, starting from the particular data sets. 

 
 

Table 1. Spam filtering techniques 
TITLE REMARK 

SVM-based spam filter with active and 

online learning 

Select the most useful example for labelling and add the labelled 

example to training set to retrain model. 

Learning to classify text using support 

vector machines: methods, theory, and 

algorithms 

Gaps will highly affect its completeness as a handbook in courses 

on machine learning for text classification and NLP 

Machine learning in automated text 

categorisation 

Text categorisation is one of the excellent methods used for 

checking whether a given learning technique can scale up to large 

size of data 

Text classification using string kernels Might be slower chunking for large data set and the quality of 

approximation and error generalisation is related. 

Support vector machine active learning 

with applications to text classification 

The modified existing data sets will only differ by one instance from 

the original labelled data set. Learning an SVM can be foreseen on 

the original data set. 

Spam detection using text clustering It works equivalent to SVM in form of precision on unsupervised 

clustering method for detecting spam. 

 
 

Tong and Koller [24] conducted research on “Support vector machine active learning with 

applications to text classification.” In this paper, they presented a new algorithm for active learning with 

Support vector machines (SVM) induction and transduction. This is used to reduce version space as much as 

it can at every query. They found that the existing dataset only differed by one instance from the original 

labelled data set. Sasaki and Shinnou [25] conducted research on “Spam detection using text clustering.” 

They used text clustering based on a vector space model to construct a new spam detection technique. This 

new spam detection model can find spam more efficiently even with various kinds of mail. Mahinovs and 

Ashutosh [26] conducted research on “Text classification method review.” They tested the process of text 

classification using different classifiers, which are natural language processing, statistical classification, 

functional classification and neural classification. They found that all the classifiers worked well but need 

improvement, especially to the feature preparation and classification engine itself in order to optimize the 

classification performance. 

In this study, the machine learning technique Vowpal Wabbit algorithm has been chosen to 

overcome the disadvantages of other methods. For example, real-time blackhole list techniques can generate 

false-positive results while Bayesian filters require a training period before they start working well. A 

Vowpal Wabbit algorithm is leveraged for classification of objects of different classes in order to learn the 
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classification rules from the messages [5]. The algorithm is provided with input and output data and has a 

self-learning program to solve the given task. Searching for the best algorithm and model can be time-

consuming. The two-class classifier is the best way to classify a type of message as either spam or ham. This 

algorithm is used to predict the probability and classification of data outcome. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces readers to the proposed method Vowpal 

Wabbit algorithm, and how it can be used in text classification specifically for spam email detection. Then 

section 3 presents the results and analysis of the implementation and lastly this work is concluded section 4. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 

2.1.  Vowpal Wabbit algorithm 

Vowpal Wabbit (VW) is one of the machine learning systems using varied techniques, for instance, 

online hashing and interactive learning. VW supports multiple supervised and semi-supervised learning 

problems: classification, regression and active learning. It also supports multiple loss functions and 

regularisation. In this project, a serialiser is implemented in the deployment phase. The serialiser will traverse 

all properties of the VW features. It provides type based custom features as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The class row is an example of a user defined type usable by serializer 

 

 

2.2.  Text classification 

Text classification is a supervised machine learning method which is used to classify data into one 

or more defined categories. It is one of the most important methods used in spam detection, filtering, 

categorisation and analysing real-world issues such as news articles. In this project, text classification is used 

to classify raw data into training and testing datasets that will be used to test the spam detection web service. 

Furthermore, it is used to classify the data into two classification types: spam and ham. Text classification 

with machine learning uses prelabelled data to make classifications that can learn the different associations 

between the text of particular input and expected output. Figure 2 shows the flow of text classification in 

machine learning. 

The command line in Figure 3 shows the RunworkerAsync() which is the method used to start the 

execution of a background operation or asynchronous operation. It submits a request to start running the 

operation asynchronously. Hence, if an operation is already running, it will raise an exception. 

In order to obtain the percentage of spam detected, all instances are calculated. The frequencies of 

messages, correct words, wrong words, total count, and elapsed time are considered to obtain the most 

accurate spam detection. The calculation in Figure 4 shows all the instances that will be calculated and shown 

as results at the end of testing and deploying the spam detection machine learning (ML) web service. 

 

2.3.  Spam detection ML 

In theory, spam detection can be implemented at any location, and multiple stages of the process can 

occur at the same time. In this section, the flow of setting up spam detection ML web service is discussed, 

from the raw data into training it in the ML web service itself.  

The raw existing data from the machine learning data repository is processed into a .csv file until 

ready to use. Then, the formatted data will be pre-processed using data pre-processing modules such as by 

removing numbers and special characters. The prepared data will then be processed using a two-class 

regression algorithm which is best to classify data. After the model is ready, it will be tested to score and 

classify data before evaluating and deploying the web service. An API key will then be generated to be used 

to expose the spam detection ML web service. 
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Classifications of the type of spam and ham are calculated based on the threshold that falls either 

above or below the cutover. The threshold of this data is the frequency of every single word count based on a 

dictionary of bigrams. For example, the cutover gained to divide the score is roughly 10.888. This cutover is 

calculated based on the formula in Figure 4. Hence, the classification type will be determined using the 

cutover. Once the threshold falls above the cutover, it will display the result as ham and, if below, then it is 

classified as spam. To provide a further understanding, the data flow Figure 5 shows the right flow of the 

spam detection machine learning process and setup. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Machine learning-based system 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Example of text classifier code 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. A calculation used to count the score model 
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Figure 5. Data flow of spam detection machine learning 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents results based on experiments conducted in this project for spam probability, 

elapsed time, and spam detection comparisons. By using different malware detection. All of the graphs above 

are focused on comparing detections using different malware detection tools. 

 

3.1.  Classification and probability 

The probability of classification is measured by counting the number of spam flags. According to 

Peters [27], Google has examined a great number of potential factors that can predict whether a site might be 

penalised or banned due to spam. Each flag has its own warning sign that indicates the message as spam. 

Therefore, to calculate this probability, a spam score will record the number of flags triggered by the data. 

Hence, Figure 6 shows the relationship between the number of flags and the probability of classification type. 

The overall likelihood of spam increases as the number of flags increases. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. The relationship between number of flags and classification type 
 

 

3.2.  Elapsed time and message count 

Elapsed time is the amount of time between the beginning and the end of the execution process. In 

simplest terms, elapsed time is the processing time of a process or event. In this project, both elapsed time 

and message count are taken into consideration in order to score the accuracy. This is to ensure the efficiency 

of the model by reducing the processing time even when the message count is large. Figure 7 provides a 

comparison of elapsed time using the same messages in four different tools.  
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Figure 7. The relationship between message count and time elapsed 

 

 

3.3.  Accuracy and message count 

The message count or frequency of words is calculated in order to obtain the highest percentage of 

accuracy. This is because the messages are the important element to test spam detection. Figure 8 shows that 

all of the tools used verified that the accuracy of detection is affected by the message count. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The relationship between percentage of accuracy and message count 

 

 

3.4.  Accuracy and elapsed time 

The relationship between elapsed time and accuracy are also taken into consideration. Sometimes, a 

shorter time does not mean greater accuracy. The time affects the accuracy by processing as much data as 

possible and is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. The relationship between accuracy percentage and time elapsed 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The performance of a classification technique is affected by the quality of the data source. Irrelevant 

and redundant features of data not only increase the elapsed time, but may also reduce the accuracy of 

detection. Each algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages, as stated before, supervised ML is able 

to efficiently separate messages and classify the correct categories. It is also able to score the models and 

weight them successfully. For instance, Gmail’s interface uses an algorithm based on a machine learning 

program to keep their users’ inboxes free of spam messages. During the implementation, only text 

(messages) can be classified and scored, not domain names and email addresses. This project focusses only 

on filtering, analysing and classifying messages, not blocking them. Hence, the proposed methodology may 

be adopted to overcome the flaws of existing spam detection. From this project, it can be concluded that 

Microsoft Azure machine learning studio is a cloud collaborative tool which capable to predict analytic 

solutions in particular data. This research has been leveraged on the Azure machine learning by modifying 

the Vowpal Wabbit algorithm in order to detect spam. The classification model and score weights based on 

words used will determine the spam. 
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